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The lines lit up when Patrick introduced his offer to help people clarify their life purpose. I was 
amazed at how quickly and powerfully our listeners got the answers they were looking for. 
Cathy Little, CBC Radio, Wild Rose Country--Covering all of Alberta Canada. 
 

Patrick’s energy and insights were enlightening. His questions that lead to identifying life purpose 
helped me understand my own life journey with greater clarity.  
Shelly Curts, ABC Morning News, Eugene Washington 
 

Patrick deeply touched our listeners with his insights on life purpose and career. In just a few 
minutes of interaction, I could hear a shift in clarity, understanding, and healing in the voices of 
our callers.  
Lisa Garr, The Aware Show, KPFK Radio, Southern California 
 

Very professional and authentic interview. The entire news team loved the spot we did with 
Patrick.  
Kevin Breman, UPN Evening News 
 

Patrick's insights are timely and in-tune with today's audience. His varied background, from tennis 
pro to corporate manager to author, opens up a window of topics for discussion.  
Michelle Merker, Host, Emmy-nominated Southland Today KDOC-TV 
 

Brilliantly insightful information and compelling life experiences. Patrick Harbula will enlighten 
and entertain your listeners. I have used Patrick’s exercises in my own psychotherapy practice 
with exceptional results. 
Dr. Nita Vallens, Host of Inner Visions KPFK Radio, Southern California 
 

Patrick was so insightful in his discussion of Life Purpose in Career, I am signing up for his 
training myself! 
Gregory McDonald, KTMS, Santa Barbara 
 

Patrick had an uncanny rapport with our audience. We went one full hour, and I decided to keep 
him on for a second hour to respond to the flood of callers. 
Rick Barber, KOA Syndicated Radio, Denver 
 

Amazing information and exciting presentation, Patrick Harbula is a fantastic guest for any 
broadcast that caters to an intelligent audience. 
David Cohen, WBNW Newton, Massachusetts 
 

In contrast to other authors on the subject of body/spirit connection, Patrick is well versed in 
spiritual psychology and mind science, which makes his offerings crystal clear and grounded.  
Michael Benner, Host of Inner Visions KPFK Radio, Southern California 
 

I had a great time talking with Patrick. His wisdom inspired understanding about life and 
psychology that I had never realized before. 
George Soroko, WRMN, New York 
 

Patrick explains meditation in ways the average person can understand. His knowledge, extensive 
experience, and upbeat attitude make him a great guest for any audience.  
Allan Strikes Afternoon Show, WTRC, Indiana 
 

Patrick Harbula is an intelligent, insightful, and entertaining guest. He addresses topics that are 
crucial to our busy and stressful lifestyles.  
Mary Jane Popp, KTKZ, Sacramento 
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